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OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE 
(‘OXBRIDGE’)

 Britain’s two oldest and most prestigious universities. 

 Global reputations for academic excellence in research, 
teaching libraries and laboratories.

 Collegiate institutions.



HIGHLY COMPETITIVE

Admission is highly competitive: 

the best and brightest, 

but also engaged and think independently

in a challenging but rewarding tutorial system

to which one has to be suited 



WHAT MAKES AN OXBRIDGE 
CANDIDATE?

An Oxbridge candidate has most of these:

Is:

 highly inquisitive

 already engaged in the subject(s) beyond what it is expected

 unstoppable in their intellectual pursuits 

 already reads widely

 highly self-motivated

 an independent learner who reflects on different approaches

 aspirational

 fair

Has:

 a sharp mind

 high intellectual potential 

 spark and drive to push further

 good idea about the course and the subject already

You need that fire in your belly to spend your 
spare time studying and soaking up knowledge 
like a hungry sponge, and to see it as all part of 
the pleasures of [...] life. Monty Don



FACTS

Minimum requirements:

 Places offered to applicants ranges from 1:4 to 1:10 

 Pretty much every candidate applying is very highly qualified

 Desire to study that subject at that level and depth for three/four years

 Other very fine institutions are available that may suit pupils better

 Be the “very best” internationally

Oxford and Cambridge Admissions are highly competitive



BASIC REQUIREMENTS

 > 6A* at iGCSE

 High Attainment & Effort grades throughout Specialist years

 Predictions:

 Arts: D2D3D3 (equ A-levels) or ca 40 IB points with 766 in HL 

 Sciences: D2D2D3 (equ A-levels) or ca 40 IB points with 776 in HL

 Must be in top 1-5% of year group in the subject (and maths)  

 A serious candidate will have taken part in (and quite often won) 

extramural competitions (e.g. College essay and Olympiads) 



Personal Statement

“It is so refreshing when you meet
a candidate and recognise them from
having read their personal statement”

Dr Sam Lucy
Cambridge University



ADMISSIONS TESTS

 Used by both Cambridge and Oxford.
 Written assessments.
 Pre-interview or at-interview.
 Part of holistic assessment not stand-alone.
 Pre-interview assessments – 31 October 2018
 At-interview assessments - December (the same day as the academic 

interview(s)).
 Testing your understanding and ‘how you think’.
 Past papers are on university websites.
 Duration between one and two hours.



COLLEGES

 These vary in size, tradition and feel.

BUT: All require the same from each candidate.

 No ‘bad’ colleges: there exist no official college 

‘hierarchies’  with regard to admissions.

 The course is always the most important issue; the 

college is always secondary.

 Consider an Open Application.

 The Course is most important!



WHAT DOES THE SCHOOL DO?

 Beaks support each candidate to help pupils make the most of their own talents. 

 Departments will run practice sessions, mock interviews, tests as appropriate

Sciences: societies, essay competitions, own reading, all beak support, classes

Humanities: societies, lectures and classes.

 Specific guidance from Fr Adam and designated Oxbridge Beaks in each 

Department



WHAT CAN PARENTS DO?

 Be ambitious, supportive and realistic. 

 The Admissions processes at Oxford and Cambridge are not lotteries, and are 

rightly subject to a wide array of educational, political and media scrutiny to 

ensure that the best candidates are interviewed and selected. 

 Try to measure your own and your child’s expectations and ambitions. Oxford 

and Cambridge applications are an extremely competitive business; if it does not 

work out, plenty of options (including a Gap Year and re-application) can still be 

taken. 

 Encourage your child to read widely, research the university website and ask for 

advice from the school.



WHAT CAN PUPILS DO?

 Pupils must be the driving forces in their applications to Oxford and Cambridge. 

In an environment as competitive as this, it is the most focused, organised and 

engaged ones who are likely to be made offers. 

 There is, of course, a place for parents, beaks, tutors, friends etc: but it must be 

the pupil, as a potential adult undergraduate, who must take ownership of the 

process. 



OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE APPLICATIONS: 
PROCESS 2018 - 2019

 NOW: talk to your beaks, HoDs, parents, about Oxbridge Applications: do some 

research of your own.

 CQ 2018(early): Summer Examinations.    

score D3 (or better) in each of your academic subjects. 

 CQ 2018 (end): finalise subject and college choices. Visit them if you want to. 

 UCAS Days: draft personal statement, in conjunction with beaks. 

 Summer 2018: work on personal statement, practice tests                                                                                   

(if Admissions Tests are necessary), do some work experience. 

 Generally: take it seriously!



OXFORD AND CAMBRIDGE APPLICATIONS: 
PROCESS 2018 - 2019

 September 2018

 Mock Admissions Tests 

 Book onto Admissions Tests (through school)

 Ask your Housemaster for an early UCAS reference

 Plan which essays you are going to submit (if required)

 1 October 2018: closing internal deadline for HE & Careers to process Oxbridge 

Applications. 

 15 October 2018: deadline for applications to Oxford and Cambridge through UCAS.

 31 October 2018: Admissions Tests

 October 2018: Submit written work (if required)

 December 2018 onwards: interview periods in Oxford and Cambridge. More on this to 

follow in OQ. By mid-January 2019 outcomes known.
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